Make an edible pond

You will need:
- 500ml pack of lime jelly
- Sachet of blackcurrant jelly
- Sachet of gelatine
- Blue food colouring
- Dragon fruit or cooked tapioca
- Jelly worms, bugs or fish
- Green apple fruit bars
- Green grapes
- Chocolate frogs
- 1 litre clear bowl
- Measuring jugs
- Sieve
- Scissors

Follow packet instructions to mix each colour of jelly in a jug. Allow jelly to cool (but not set) before pouring it into the bowl to create a new layer.

In your bowl, allow each new layer of jelly to set for an hour in the fridge before adding another layer.

Layer Four
- Half a pint of gelatine, add a few drops of blue food colouring

Layer Three
- Remaining green jelly

Layer Two
- Half the green jelly + two drops of blue food colouring

Layer One
- Make up the blackcurrant jelly, pour it into the bowl, and leave to set.

Add a chocolate frog near the spawn and enjoy!

A clump of chopped dragon fruit or tapioca (frogspawn) with some sliced green grapes (lily pads).

Stick the remaining reed shapes upright into the jelly.

Another layer of worms or bugs and half of reed shapes cut from the apple fruit bar.

A layer of jelly worms